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	Line 7:	Line 7:
	 	This release was triggered by Bob Nemec from HTS to improve error handling when appending PDFs. Two errors were seen: objects referenced but missing and streams with one extra byte.	 	This release was triggered by Bob Nemec from HTS to improve error handling when appending PDFs. Two errors were seen: objects referenced but missing and streams with one extra byte.
	 		 	
	-	The use case of appending PDFs is the topic of this release. Some internal structures were redesigned and the bugs are handled. Also, the performance for appending large files was improved.	+	The use case of **appending PDFs** is the topic of this release. Some internal structures were redesigned and the bugs are handled. Also, the performance for appending large files was improved.
	 		 	
	 	Since the HTS systems run on Gemstone, the Gemstone version of the library was updated.	 	Since the HTS systems run on Gemstone, the Gemstone version of the library was updated.
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